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IINTRODUCT ION
5 The sensitivity of measurements and the detection and observation of

a number of phenomena are limited by the thermal noise which is generated

within the passive and active electronics components. This kind of noise

I is expected to decrease as temperatures are lowered.

In this report we are concerned with low frequencies. Let Ii be

Planck's constant divided by 27r, let k be Boltzmann's constant, let w be

the angular frequency and let T be the absolute temperature. w is low for

our purposes if

kI< L 1.6 x 1011 T

At such low frequencies the thermal noise power is proportional to the

temperature. Therefore, if we go from room temperature to .020 K, a decrease

in thermal noise by a factor _t2- Ii is expected. This kind of
improvement is realizable only if the associated instrumentation is corres-

pondingly improved, and if new sources of noise do not appear. For these

reasons considerable research and development is necessary. The associated

- instrumentation must be itself low noise and low temperature electronics.

A major source of noise is usually the cryogenics installation since it

involves boiling liquids, and large temperature gradients. Other possible

noise sources include "frozen in" metastable configurations of a solid which

slowly relax to the state of lowest free energy, giving rise to excess noise

over an extended period.

For these reasons the exploration of noise at low temperatures requires

a major research effort -- in cryogenics, in electronics, in the techniques

of isolation and filtering, and continuation of the theory of the interaction

of small forces with detection systems.
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Measurement of Noise and Other PropertiesI at Low Temperatures*

Wm. S. Davis

1April 30, 1980

Introduction

The experimental work during the past year has consisted of some cooldowns

with attempts to measure the noise and other properties of materials including

silicon and sapphire at liquid helium temperatures.* Briefly, one experiment

consists of two monocrystals, a 15 kg silicon crystal and a 5.2 kg sapphire

crystal. Each is instrumented with a piezoelectric ceramic transducer, and

each rests on an aluminum four point rigid suspension. Properties of the

fundamental mode are observed with the transducers. These include the noise,

frequency, and mechanical dissipation (the Q). Both crystals are in a single

cryostat cooled to 4 to 5 Kelvin by a helium liquefier.

With the present signal coupling and preamplifier the silicon noise

measurement was discovered to be impossible, practically speaking. Excess

noise was measured in the sapphire (1000 Kelvin and above). This noise is

now believed to be due to a mechanical instability of the crystal suspension

which can be corrected. The Q and frequency measurements of silicon show

interesting variations below 15 Kelvin. The data indicate that the Q might

depend on the time derivative of the temperature as well as the temperature

itself. Also, there is an unexpected variation in the frequency of the

fundamental mode. These measurements will be repeated with active tempera-

ture control of the silicon.

*Background for this section may be found in last year's annual report.
The relevant section is in the appendix of this report.
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Properties of Silicon

The silicon is supported by a 6061 aluminum four point rigid suspension

and instrumented with a piezoelectric ceramic transducer (pzt-4) as shown in

figure 1. The electronics used in the frequency and Q measurements are shown

in figure 2. The silicon crystal is excited by driving it at the resonant fre-

quency with the transducer. Once excited the crystal "rings" for a long time.

During this ringing the transducer output is connected to a preamplifier which

is a tuned cascode FET amplifier with CP640 for the transistors. The lock-in

amplifier is set in the vector mode, which produces the magniture of the input

signal and the phase of the input signal with respect to the reference. A phase

lock loop continuously adjusts the reference frequency generator, a quartz

crystal voltage controlled oscillator, to maintain a zero phase difference. The

phase lock loop has a damped second order response with respect to variations

in phase. The circuit was originally assembled to demonstrate a silicon

stabilized clock. So far the quartz crystal oscillator is more stable than

the silicon itself, over a time interval of several hours or more. However,

the same circuit is also useful in measuring the Q and frequency of the

silicon. The magnitude of the silicon oscillation is recorded on a chart

recorder. Decay times and Q's are then computed from the recordings. The

period of the oscillation is read from an electronic counter which uses an

oven stabilized crystal oscillator as its time base. The stability of

this oscillator is rated at better than 5 x 1010 per day.

Two resistance thermometers are epoxied into the aluminum base near

the four point suspension. One is germanium and the other is platinum.

Neither is calibrated very well with an error of as much as 25%. In the

range where the sensitivities of the two devices overlap, 10 to 20 Kelvin,

i!
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they differ by 2 to 3 Kelvin. Because of this discrepancy, data taken wi th

U each device are kept separate.

I Figure 3 shows measurements of Q of silicon from 4.3 to 18 Kelvin. This

curve is similar to previous data as given in figure 4. In particular, there

J is a minimum at between 11 and 12 Kelvin. However, all these measurements were

made as the crystal was warming up. The temperature was changing during each

- measurement. Figure 5 gives the temperature of the silicon as a function of

date and time for the data of figure 3. Liquid helium was present in the dewar

from before 9-29 until 11-4. On the latter date when the last of the liquid

disappeared, the temperature of the silicon started to rise rapidly. The shape

of the temperature verses time curve is essentially determined by the specific

heats and thermal conductivities of the various components of the cryostat and

* is NOT strongly affected by the properties of the silicon crystal. Previous

experiments have produced curves of similar shape. The time rate of change of

the temperature at each temperature is given in figure 6. Note that the temper-

ature at which the Q is a minimum is about the same as the temperature at which

the rate of change of temperature is a maximum. The shape of the two curves,

ie. figures 3 and 6, is suspiciously similar. It is possible that this is just

a coincidence. Alternatively, the Q of the silicon crystal might depend at

least partly on the rate of change of temperature. The obvious next step is to

make the measurements of Q at constant temperature, and compare these with

the previous measurements. An experiment with active temperature control

at liquid helium temperatures has been assembled and will be ready for

cooling in the near future. A drawing of the apparatus may be found in

figure 7. The four point suspension is attached to an aluminum frame

in which is imbedded heater resistors and temperature sensors. The

vow-
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crystal and frame is surrounded with an aluminum shield covered with

multilayer "superinsulation" (aluminized mylar and nylon netting). Heat

conduction into the crystal will take place essentially only from the

frame through the suspension. The frame will be actively temperature

controlled. This new experiment will include a new carbon glass temper-

ature sensor which has been calibrated at many points. It will be used

to more accurately calibrate the previously used germanium and platinum

sensors as well as controlling the temperature.

Q measurements up to 280 K are shown in figure 8. There are several

gaps in the data which need to be filled. Also it was noted at 27 and 18

Kelvin that the Q is amplitude dependent. Four measurements made at 27

Kelvin are given in table I. For a factor of six smaller amplitude the

Q's were 1.6 and 1.3 times higher. Observations of the amplitude dependence

of the Q was not attempted at any other temperatures. This behavior can

be investigated more closely in the next experiment. Plots of Q as a

function of temperature will have to be made with measurements at the

same amplitude level or at a level which the Q is not amplitude dependent.

The research group at the University of Rochester under the direction

of D. H. Douglass has published measurements of the Q of a silicon crystal

as a function of temperature.* Table II compares data on the Maryland and

Rochester crystals. The Rochester group has done experiments with other

silicon crystals but to this author's knowledge has not yet published the

results. The published results show miniumi in the Q curve at 13 and 120

Kelvin. There is no statement of the use of temperature control.

*McGuigan, 0. F., Lam, C. C., Gram, R. Q., Hoffman, A. W., Douglass, D. H.,
and Gutche, H. W., "tMeasurements of the Mechanical Q of single-Crystal
Silicon at Low Temperatures," J. of Low Temp. Phys., 30, 621 (1978).
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Table II. Comparison of Silicon Crystals used by Maryland and Rochester.

Both are boron doped p-type produced by Czochralski process

by Monsanto, Inc.

Maryland Rochester

Mass (kg) 15.5 4.9

Length (cm) 135 22.9

Diameter (cm) 7.8 10.6

Frequency of
fundamental mode 3467.8 19553

(Hz @ <20 K)

Density of boron4 2.7- 4.5

atoms (atoms/cm3 ) 8 x i014 1015

Surface finish unfinished ends cut and polished

Suspension aluminum four point tungsten wire
rigid suspension

Transducer Piezoelectric ceramic DC biased capacitor

Q (4 Kelvin) 2.8 x 10 2 x 109

I.

2 -
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Figures 9 and lOshow frequency as a function of temperature for the

silicon crystal. The dependence of frequency on temperature below 13 Kelvin

is unexpected. The frequency decreases from 13 Kelvin to 4.4 Kelvin by

2.5 ppm. This contrasts with the results of the Rochester group. Their

frequency increased by about .25 ppm from 13 Kelvin to 4 Kelvin. It is not

clear what caused these differences in data. Conceivably the different

suspensions and different transducers might play a part. However, a piezo-

electric transducer and four point suspension were also used on the sapphire

crystal to be discussed later. From 15 K to 4.5 K its frequency increased

by .2 ppm, similar to the Rochester silicon. The sapphire fundamental mode

is at 18,642 Hz. This suggests that the suspension and transducer do not

produce the relatively large decrease in the fundamental mode of the Maryland

silicon below 13 K. This will be investigated further in the upcoming exper-

iment.

Noise of Silicon

A successful measurement of the signal coupling, a, was made for silicon

during the experiment. Table III and IVshow calculations based on this result.

Unfortunately the coupling is too small for practical noise measurements at

4 to 5 Kelvin. Figure 11 gives the expected input noise spectral density

to the preamp as a function of frequency. The total noise is due to the

preamp itself plus the noise of the crystal. With the narrowest of filters

the mean square crystal noise is one part in six of the total mean square

noise. This is an unfavorable "signal" to noise ratio. Separate measure-

ments of the mean square total noise and preamp wide band noise can be

made simultaneously at two different freouencies. If the wideband pre-

preamp noise is assumed to be the same in both bandwidths, then the mean

a , .
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square wideband preamp noise can be substracted from the total mean square

noise to obtain a value for the mean square crystal noise. Unfortunately

in order to get enough data for a statistically significant result with

this method, the experiment would have to be run for several months. This

is not presently practical.

For a given preamplifier and crystal frequency, Q, and temperature, one

can choose practical values for the coupling, transducer output impedance,

and filtering time constant which tend to maximize the crystal noise with

respect to the preamp noise. For the present silicon and FET amplifier

these are, B = 6 x lo-8, C2 = 10- 0 f, and T = 2000 sec. This produces a

peak crystal noise of about 400 times that of wideband contribution of the

preamp. A measurement of the noise temperature of the crystal can be made

with an uncertainty of about 15% in one day. The above value of s is about

350 times larger than the present value with the piezoelectric transducer.

It is not now believed possible to achieve the higher value of coupling

with the present transducer without substantually degrading the Q of the

crystal. If the ends of the silicon are cut, polished and coated with a

metal, then a capacitor transducer and FET preamp can be used to obtain

the above a and C2. If coated with a superconductor then flat supercon-

ducting coils with a persistent current and SQUID amplifier can be used to

get even better performance. The latter is shown in figure 12. These

alternatives are being considered.

26°
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Noise of Sapphire i0

Noise measurements of the sapphire crystal were obtained when it was

at 4 to 5 Kelvin. The results varied from 103to over 10 6 Kelvin instead

of the hoped for 6 to 7 Kelvin (thermal temperature plus current noise

temperature). There was a strong correlation between this noise and the

operation of the helium recovery compressor and the diffusion pump. Also

pushing the end of the vacuum chamber produced no audible sound, but the

sapphire was clearly excited. Furthermore, by observing the signal from

the transduicer at low frequencies, pulses were seen when the chamber is
pushed, which were interpreted as the rocking of the crystal on its four

point suspension. Figure 13 shows a drawing of this suspension. After

the experiment was warmed up and the vacuum chamber opened, it was

discovered that the crystal had rolled on its suspension as shown in

figure 14. Before the cooldown the wires going to the transducer had

plenty of slack. As a result of the rolling the wires became taut. At

room temperature when the vacuum chamber was pushed, the signal coming from

the sapphire was the same as at liquid helium temperatures. When the crystal

was rotated back so that the wires were slack again, this behavior stopped.

It was concluded that the excess noise observed at liquid helium temperature

was due to low frequency vibrations coming through the isolation stacks,

and then rocking the crystal on its mount as a result of the tight wires.

This then excited the modes of the crystal. Why did the crystal rotate in

the first place? If the friction between the mount and the crystal was

significantly different for one direction of rotation than for the Other,

then varying mechanical stresses between the two could produce a net rotation

ione direction. Such stresses could arise during cooling or could have

been produced by pushing on the vacuum chamber. The crystal sat on sharp
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Sapphire

monocrystal

Piezo electric
transducer

. _---Wi re.s

Aluminum four point Twisted pair

rigid suspension--_

Aluminum base

electrically insulated standoff

of
crystal

[1 Figure 14. Rotation of sapphire crystal during cooldown.
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g edges of the four point suspension. If these edges were not identical, then

this might produce the differential friction. Future suspensions for the

sapphire will have the edges filed to be more nearly identical. If this

does not work then we may have to give up the piezoelectric transducer gluedb

on to the crystal and use capacitor plates which have adjustable spacing. In

* this case movement of the crystal on tth mount would not be important as long

as the spacing between the capacitor transducer and the end of the bar is

adjustable at cryogenic temperatures.

Future Goals

The following is a list of objectives to further cryogenic research

of crystals.

1) Q and frequency measurements of silicon with temperature control.

2) Cutting, polishing, and plating the ends of the silicon for use

with capacitor transducer and FET amplifier or with flat coil

transducer and SQUID amplifier.

3) Noise measurements of silicon in (2).

4) Further noise measurements of sapphire.

5) Assembly and testing of improved electronics. (see figure 15)
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t.
Observation of well behaved noise and fluctuations in an

aluminum cylinder at liquid helium temperatures*

Win. S. Davis and 3.-P. Richard

University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

June 10, 1980

*A slightly modified form of this paper has been accepted for publication
by the Physical Review.
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I ABSTRACT

A 134 kg aluminum cylinder instrumented with a resonant capacitive

sensor and mounted on a new multistage suspension system has been tested.

* Well behaved thermal noise and fluctuations have been observed. The

system fluctuation temperature was 0.51 K, in close agreement with the

predicted value.

L1
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most obvious application for a cryogenically cooled solid with low

normal mode noise is for gravitational gradiometry at high frequencies.

It is therefore most useful to analyze the data in the terms employed

for gravitational radiation antennas.

Three approaches have been considered for the detection of gravitational

wave emitted in astrophysical events: the Weber type cylindrical resonant

antenna,' laser ranging between two inertial masses at laboratory distances, 2

and doppler ranging to interplanetary probes. 67At present it is not clear

which of these methods will prevail. In this paper, we will be concerned

* specifically with the development nf Weber type antennas. Various materials

have been considered for such antennas. Aluminum or niobium are materials

with moderately high mechanical quality factor. W.ith these, large masses can

be obtained. Monocrystalline material such as grourn silicon 8'9 or sapphire 1

have higher Q factor. Masses of the order of 30 kg can presently be obtained.

The sensitivity of a Weber type antenna is a function of Q, mass and tem-

perature. It is useful to investigate these materials and study their

thermal noise behavior at cryogenic temperatures. This paper reports on

the observation of well behaved thermal noise and fluctuations in a 134kg

aluminum cylindrical antenna resonant at 1754.9 Hz and cooled to liquid

* helium temperature. A new sensor and suspension system were used for this

experiment. In section II, quantities related to the experiment are defined.

In section III to V, the system which has been tested is described and in

section VI, the method of data taking and analysis is given. The results

are presented and discussed in section VII.
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I
II. ANTENNA SENSITIVITY

Many discussions on the sensitivity of a Weber type resonant antenna

have been presented before. 10-25 A convenient expression for the detection

of short pulses of gravitational radiation is:

FCk f - kn (I/TR) (i)

8Gv- M

where F(f) is the required incident energy spectral density for detection.

c is the speed of light, kB, the Boltzmann constant, G, the gravitational

constant and vs, the speed of sound in the antenna material. T is thep

effective noise temperature of the system for the detection of pulses

shorter than the resolution time T of the system. M is the mass of the

antenna and R is the assumed rate of incoming pulses. T is related top

the fluctuations in the amplitude of vibra:ion of the cylindrical antenna

in its lowest longitudinal mode. (X + iY)e iat refers to the displacement

in that mode with wa being tht radial frequency of the antenna. Witl

proper normalization of X and Y, the energy in the fundamental mode of

the antenna is X2 + Y7 and the temperature of the fundamental mode is

related to it by

kBTE a < X2 + (2)

x and y are phase sensitive detected and filtered measures of X and Y. Theys

include noise contributions not related to the state of the antenna. The

fluctuations 6E in the measured state of the antenna and a:. equivalent fluc-

tuation temperature are defined by

kBTF a 'IE> = <[(x) 2 + (;) 2 ]> C2  (3)

I
L~-T
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where Tr is equalled to the time constant of the x and y averaging filters.

IEq. (3) also assumes proper normalization of x and y. In the experiment

- reported here, second order butterworth filtering of x and y is used. T p

- and T Fare then simply related by:

irf/2
T- e T

AE as given in eq. (3) is a useful measure of the expected energy in the

fundamental mode contributed by the noise sources after a tine T to a

system initially at rest. Eq. (1) essentially states that in order to be

detected, a short pulse should deposit in the antenna a comparable or

larger energy. Special effort was done during the experiment to achieve

a very low value for T F and a proper distribution of the fluctuations as

a measure of the potential sensitivity of the detector.
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III. THE CRYOGENIC ANTENNA

The antenna-sensor-suspension system used in the experiment is shown

on Figure 1. Briefly, the antenna is a 134 kg aluminum cylinder 20 cm in

diameter and 150 cm long with a loaded fundamental mode at 1754.9 Hz. It

is supported by a four point suspension consisting of a "split ring" as shown

in Figure I and discussed in ref. 23. This four point suspension rests on a

short filter stack of alternate layers of felt and steel. This assembly is

supported by two 150 cm long arms which constitute a low frequency "bridge"

filter stage. The arms rest at both ends on felt and steel filter stacks which

provide additional acoustic isolation. The antenna is instrur-ented with a d,

biased resonant capacitor sensor shown schematically on Figure 2. There, pia:i

P is rigidly attached to the antenna. Plate P2 is coupled to the antenna

through a high Q suspension resonating near the fundamental mode of the antenna.

A constant biasing charge is maintained on the capacitance C3 formed by P an2

P, through a high impedance circuit. Vibrations of the antenna modlIate

the capacity C3 resulting in an ac voltage detected with a low noise FL

preamplifier. The antenna and P2 behave as two coupled harmonic osillatcrs.

This system exhibits two modes which in our case are at a 2- x 175 .9 rad seca

and w - 2rx 180irad/sec. The mode at - is the one of interest here becausec a

It is dominated by the antenna energy and accordingly is the more strongly

coupled to the gravitational field. The frequencies of the modes are selected

to achieve large mechanical coupling between the antenna and the sensor while

insuring that the observed thermal noise contribution originating in the

suspension of the resonating plate is less than the contribution originating

In the antenna itself, this in the bandwidth of interest centered on the

antenna mode. 2 2 The mass m2 of the resonant plate and the biasing charge on1.
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the capacitor are selected to achieve desired coupling between the mechanical

system and the electronics. The antenna sensor system has been tested at

* room temperatures and the predicted thermal noise level has been observed

for values of the biaL. voltage up to 800v corresponding to field intensity

between the plates of 1.6 x 107 v/n. 2 3
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IV. THE CRYOGENIC SYSTEM

The cryogenic installation used in the experiment consists essentially

of a CTI model 1400 helium liquefier, associated compressor and recovery tank

for helium gas, and a cryostat. The cryostat has a cylindrical test chamber

1.7 m long and 50 cm in diameter. For the experiment, the antenna

and its suspension as shown on Figure 1 are mounted inside the test chamber.

The chamber is enclosed by a double wall stainless steel cylinder. The space

in this wall forms a liquid helium dewar with a storage capacity of 120 liters.

The dewar is surrounded by a helium gas cooled shell operating near 55 K.

Multilayer insulation surrounds the helium dewar and the gas cooled shel. t:

reduce radiation heat leaks. Avacuu. near 10-  torr is maintained in the

vacuum chamber to keen heat conduction losses through residual gas at a iov

level. The test chamber is sealed from the rest of the cryostat so that heliu7

pressure near 10- 3 torr can be maintained to accelerate cooling of the antenna

and help maintain thermal equilibrium between the antenna and the surroundinz

liquid helium dewar.

The procedure used has been to liquefy helium gas and fill the liquid

helium dewar. The liquefier operation is then stopped. One compressor is

used to return the helium gas boiled off to the recovery tank. The boilcff

rate is 15 liters/day so that an experiment can last 7 days without

liquefier operation. If useful, the liquefier can be restarted after 7 days

to continue the experiment. The 134 kg aluminum antenna can be cooled to

4.2 K in 6 days.

I
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V. PREDICTED FLUCTUATIONS

II
Figure 3 shows the ac equivalent circuit of the system including

the antenna, the sensor, and the preamplifier in the vicinity of the F
antenna mode (If-fa <<60 Hz). There, L , C , R and ea (f) represent

the mass, the stiffness, the losses and the thermal noise in the antenna.

1(f) and e(f) are current and voltage noise sources describing the

ncise contribution of the sensor and the amplifier. CT equals the

sensor capacitance C3 plus stray capacitances. = C a/CT is the energy

coupling. C<<1 is assumed. The calculated fluctuations in the observed

bandwidth due to e (f), i(f) and e(f) are:a

kTk =<E kBTaT +TkBTF B < Ee (5)

a a

is the damping time of the antenna. It is related to its mechanical Q

by -a 2Qa/. a . [<<T is assumed. T is the noise temperature of the
a a a e

preamplifier defined by:

2L T = e(f) i(f) . (t)
re

Also:

Z op/jZ6

Zo e(f)/i(f) (6c)
op(

Z a CT)- (6d)

The first term is the noise induced in the antenna by thermal noise origina-

ting in the antenna. The second term is the wide band noise contributed by

the sensor and the amplifier. The third term is noise induced in the antenna

by the sensor and the amplifier. It was experimentally determined that

-Qa - 2000 can be obtained with the present sensor at 4.2 K. However, such

'434
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a high SQ was not required here for the minimization of T The values
a F

of T, A and 0 were selected to achieve a low value of TF . The preamplifier
F*

following the sensor used a low noise BF 817 field effect transistor.

The selected transistor had a voltage noise density e(f) - 1.8x 10 9v/liz

and a current noise density i(f) - 4 x 10-1 5A/AHz corresponding to a noise

temperature of 0.26 K [Eq. (6a)]. In the present case, Z as given inop

Eq. (6c) is 450 kf!. The impedance of the resonant capacitor and coaxial

lines at 1754.9 Hz is %195 k', thus giving a value for X 2.3. The

following values also apply: Qa = 36.6, 6 = 3.75 x 10 1 a = 177 sec

and t = 12 sec. For T = 4.2 K, Eq. (5) predicts an equivalent mean fluctuationa

in the observed bandwidth of 0.40 K. This assumes that the contribution

from the sensor to the current noise i(f) is negligible, an assumption

confirmed by independent measurements of the white noise in the syste..

Additional Instrumentation

The followinz is a brief description of additional ele:trcnizs usLi:

in this experiment. The capacitor sensor is biased with dry cell batterie

through a two stage RC filter with a time constant of approximately five

minutes. The ac signal generated by the antenna across the capacitor

sensor passes through a dc blocking capacitor to the room temperature

electronics showm on Figure 4. The electronics generate voltages in the

x and y channels which are the in phase and quadrature components of the

signal with respect to a reference frequency appropriately close (as speci-

fied later) to the antenna frequency. The preamp is a tuned cascode with

the BF 817 previously specified at its input. The preamp has a gain of

250 and a 3-dB bandwidth of 30 Hz. The postamp consits of four cascaded

L ,
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single-tuned amplifiers with an overall gain of 105 and a 3-dB bandwidth of

14 Hz. The averaging filters for x and y have a time constant E = 3.5 sec.

The filters and differentiator in the fluctuation channels have the previously

specified time constant T - 12 sec. The outputs were recorded on chart

recorders and magnetic tape. On the latter, the resolution was six bits

for each channel and the sampling rate was 10 Hz. After the experiment was

completed, a computer was used to analyze the data on tape.

[aL'

1 ,%
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VI. SYSTEM EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Since the sensor and stray capacitances did not contribute significant

electrical noise or losses, e(f) and i(f) as shown on Figure 3 are the noise

contributions of the BF 817 preamplifier. The 25 M2 resistor shown was used

as a calibrated reference noise source through its own 300 K thermal noise.

A measurement of La was made by measuring the decay time Ta of the antenna

as a function of the value of an external resistor placed at the preamplifier

input. The external resistor R adds to the dissipation of the antenna anm
e

if R satisfies R >> /w CT, it does not alter in a significant way th-e e aT'

characteristics of the equivalent circuit. By plotting 7 -1 versusa

a straight line with a slope (2L a)- was obtained which gave La (4.7+0.3)

x 105 h . L was also calculated from theory using the following relations:a

m')( 22 2
a = (V ) 2 _c

2 2_ (71v C31s ) _  W-' I -2 - -

a B a )- a j

where m2 is the mass of the resonating plate and s is the spacing between

the capacitor plates. The uncoupled antenna (1) and transducer (2) resonant

frequencies are calculated from:

2 L1 2 +c2  ((J 2)2 2L 2 11i 2 wa + c [(L c - a 4 - 4a (m 2/m) I

and

2 cWa/ 1 (9)

L
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The other parameters are: m, M 67 kg, m2 a 0.039 kg, s = 50x 10 m,

and C3 = 406x 1 iO
12f. For the noise measurements reported here the bias

voltage, VB, was set at 63 volts. The value of L obtained from eqs. (7-9)

was (4.9 ± 0.4) x 10
5 h. It is consistent with the decay time determina-

tion. The latter was used to compute C and B = (3.75 +0.2) x 10 
- 5

. The

related quantities shown on Figure 5 were derived 
from these and from a

measurement of the decay time: T. = 177 ± 3 sec.

With the filtering shown on Figure 4 and used in the experiment, the

average measured energy is predicted to be:

e 2 (f)C- fj:(f) a

< x2 + v 2 > = kBT + n * + a(10a
B a T E £  8CT

E T~~~ore2( )C

< x2 + > = kT + (1b)
BE

where

e 2 (f) = e(f) + i2(f)/l a2CTc (]

ais assumed. The average fluctuation follows 
from

eqs. (5) and (6):

kBTaT e 2 (f)c @i' (fa)

kTn T (82

+ : ~.2 + 8CT
a

or

< j2 + j2>>2 2 kT (12b)

" - -=
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The corresponding predicted outputs of the electronics in volts squared

referred to the input of the preamplifier are (x2 +y 2)6/CT and

( 2 + j2).2o/C. Substituting numerical values in the above equations

gives the corresponding expected contributions to TE and TF: TE = Ta

+ 2.1 K. T . .048 T + 0.20 K.F a

In order to obtain a calibration of the output of the electronics,

the following procedure was used. The reference oscillator was detuned

from the antenna mode by about 1.8 Hz, so that the narrow band noise was

outside the bandwidths of the lock-in amplifier filters (! f = .10 Hz for

energy measurements and Lf = .03 Hz for fluctuation measurements). In

such a case and for calibration purposes, the equivalent circuit reduces

to CT. Then the reference noise source was placed at the preamplifier

input. This consisted of the thermal noise of a 25 M§. metal film resistor

in series with a 10- 11f silver mica capacitor, both at room temperature

(Figure 3). The change in the average output contributed by this network

gives a calibration of the output of the electronics as referred to th-

input of the preamplifier.

If all sources of noise in this experiment are Gaussian distributed then

both x2 + y2 and (;2 + ;2)T 2 are exponentially distributed. Let u be either

of these outputs. Let a be the mean value of u. Then the expected probability
-1

density for u is p(u) = a exp (-u/a). The log of p(u) versus u is then a

straight line of slope -a . The height distribution c. the measurements is

proportional to the probability density. By plotting the log of the height

distribution of the outputs, the exponential character is verified and the

average value is determined.

Li
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VII. RESULTS

The specific cryogenic experiment reported in this paper started

June 26, 1977. Six days later, on July 2, all the liquid helium had evaporated.

While there was liquid helium in the dewar, a gas compressor was kept running

to recover the boiloff helium. Magnetic tape recording of the data was started

on June 30 and continued until 12 hours after complete boil off of the liquid

helium. The observed mode temperature for the 54 hour recording perid.

ranged from 5 to 15 Kelvin. The recovery compressor, helium bubbling, an:'cr

* the oil diffusion pump could have contributed mechanically or electrically excess

noise to the system. It is not clear, however, which of these sources if an-

contributed to the excess noise and what the coupling mechanism was.

The measurements of the fluctuation temperature were complicated by an

* unstable reference oscillator. This was not discovered until July 2. Th

capacitor which trimmed the frequency wR of the reference crystal ccn:rcie

os: .latcr was slightly unstable mechanically. An error of tuning leads t:

fractional fluctuations : ( - )22 If this is to be less than thE ex~ecte2

fractional thermal fluctuation n T/T then, the following condition must be
a

satisified :
_ ) 2 < < I( )

The tuning required for the mode temperature measurement is less stringent 1y

a factor ir a- There were three measurements of the fluctuation temperature

during which the reference was knor. to be properly tuned. The fluctuation

temperatures during these periods were .71 K, .59K and .51K.

A more detailed description of two of the mode temperature measurements

and the last of the fluctuation measurements will now be given. For these

measurements, the compressor and the diffusion pump were off and there was no

...- - - - -. *. ...
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liquid helium left in the cryostat. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the

(x2 + y2) samples taken when the antenna thermal temperature was 6.6 K.

Figure 6 and 7 show the distributions of the samples of x2 + y2 and

(x2 + v2)T2 taken simultaneously when the antenna thermal temperature was

8.1K. The vertical axis is the number of samples obtained corresponding to

a given temperature. The horizontal axis is generated from data on the tape

by multiplying by the calibration which converts to volts squared at the pre-

amplifier input and then dividing by kB6/CT to obtain temperature. The lines

shown are from a linear least squares fit where each point is weighted by its

variance, assuming the variance is proportional to the number of samples in

each bin of the distribution. The exponential function shows the slope of the

fit. In Figures 5 and 6, the slopes correspo-' to the mode temperature plus

wideband noise (eq. (12)). In Figure 7, the slope corresponds to the fluctua-

tion temperature (eq. (13)). All of the data for the periods of time labeled

are shown on each graph. There has been no processing other than tha:

described above. The horizontal axis of Figures 5 and 6 cover the entire

dynamic range of the six bit recording system. The horizontal axis of

Figure 7 shows three quarters of the available dynamic range of the elec-

tronics. However, there was no data above LE/k B - 3.2 Kelvin.

The sampling time (.1 sec) was significantly smaller than the autocorrela-

tion time for the x2 +y 2 measurements (177 sec) and the fluctuation measurements

(12 sec). Thus the sample shown in Figures 6 and 7 are not independent but

represent all the collected data during the times shown. An estimate of the

standard deviation of each point on the graphs can be made. For the x2 + Y2

Measurements,

1.a
ca (number of samples)

v.i sec

- .~ I
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and for the fluctuation measurements,

.1 sec (number of samples).isec

All the data is consistent with such standard deviations.

The data shown in Figure 6 shows one point significantly higher than

the others at 53 Kelvin. This point, however, includes all the samples at

53 Kelvin and above and does not represent an excess above the exponential

distribution.

The mode temperature was computed from time averages of the data in the

following way. The average wide band noise, measured when the reference

oscillator was detuned from the antenna frequency, was substracted fro-. th,

average noise measured when the reference was tuned. These measurements

are summarized in table i. Three sources of error contributed importantly

to the uncertainties listed in this table. Firstly, the errors in the

measured parameters of the equivalent circuit result in a 6, uncertaint.

in E and, correspondingly in the measured noise temperatures. Secondly,

errors in the calibration of the electronics contribute a 10 uncertainty

to the measured noise temperatures. Finally, there is a random error in

the measured mean square value of the noise. This error depends on the

length of time covered by the collected data and on the autocorrelation

time of that data. For the data shown in the table, this random error

contributed uncertainties ranging from 6,. to 24%.

1.
II
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The major goal of the experiment was to make noise measurements of an

aluminum antenna at liquid helium temperatures with the dc biased resonant

capacitor. This goal was achieved and the results agree with theoretical

calculations based on the known sources of noise. As a detector of gravita-

tional radiation, the system was limited by Brownian motion of the antenna

and the noise of the amplifier and not by the capacitor sensor. Because of

its relatively small mass, it was no more sensitive than present room temper-

ature detectors. The expected pulse sensitivity temperature from equation

(4) and from the measured fluctuation temperature of T .51 K is

T = 2.4 Kelvin. If the detector was to be used to observe pulses of

gravitational radiation, optimal filtering would have been developed an2

used for data analysis. Also,the corresponding optimal E would have been

selected. In that case, the detector sensitivity would have been limited

by the preamp noise, and the expected pulse noise sensitivity would hay'.

been near .52 Kelvin.

I.

L
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Conclusion

We have observed well behaved noise and fluctuations in a 134 Kg Weber

type gravitational radiation antenna at cryogenic temperatures. The predicted

values of thermal and instrumentation noise were observed when exterior sources

of noise were removed. We conclude that internal stresses introduced in the

antenna by sensor mounting and otherwise very simple four-point suspensions

have nct prevented the antenna from reaching thermal equilibriu. and displayinc

nc~raily distributed fluctuations within the practically short time of a few:

days. 1, is also concluded that a sensitivity significantly better than 0.5K

may b: obtained with a resonant capacitor sensor such as used here and lower

noise Josephson-Junctions electronics, 28 since EQa 2000 have been achieved

with the present sensor.

L .,
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. 134 kg antenna-sensor and filter system.

2. Resonant capacitor sensor providing adjustable coupling
to the antenna.

3. Antenna-sensor-preamplifier electrical analog with
calibrated reference noise source within dotted lines.

4. Block-diagram of electronics used to record energy and
fluctuations.

5. Density distribution of the measurements of the energy
of the antenna during a 4 hr. 26 min. experiment with
the antenna at 6.6 K.

6. Density distribution of the measurements of the energy
of the antenna during a I hr. 38 min. experiment witl
the antenna at 8.1 K.

7. Density distribution of the measured fluctuations of
the antenna during a 1 hr. 38 min. experiment with
the antenna at 8.1 K.
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New Approach to Detection of Small Signals

Most detection systems employ an ensemble of particles in thermal

equilibrium. Under these conditions the transition probabilities are

proportional to the square of the interaction energy.

A detailed analysis has been carried out for the non equilibrium

case, at the very small signal levels where quantum effects are very

important. It is found that a wide class of initial quantum states may

lead to transition probabilities proportional to the interaction energy,

instead of its square. For very small signals this may lead to a large

increase in transition probabilities.

The ideas are presented in two following papers "Exchange of Energy

With Large Numbers of Particles," and "New Methods for Increase of Inter-

action of Gravitational Radiation with an Antenna."

A.
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5I EXCHANGE OF ENERGY WITH LARGE NUMBERS OF PARTICLES*

I J. Weber

Department of Physics
University of CaliforniaIrvine, California 92717

and

Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

Abstract

It is proved that to a first approximation it is impossible

to exchange significant amounts of energy with an ensemble of

particles having wavefunctions with random phases. Possible

applications are outlined.

*Supported in part by the National Science Foundation and by
*the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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Introduction

In spectroscopy and in particle detection, energy may be

exchanged between incident particles or applied fields, and an

ensemble of particles. The wavefunctions of such ensembles may

have random phases. It will be shown that the applied fields must

Introduce some correlations before large amounts of energy can be

exchanged.

Energy Exchange With an Ensemble Having Random Phases

Let the ensemble be described by many particle time independent

vavefunctions

with Hamiltonian

HO  (2)

and energies

E1,E2,E30,... ED (3)

Possible vavefunctions for the ensemble are

ym- c e h (4)

with the coefficients c a set of constants.

The ensemble now interacts vith incident particles or fields

and the Hamiltonian is

H + H' . (5)
0

A possible wavefunctlon is again (4), but the cj must be

functions of tlme. The Schrodinger equation gives

I
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dc ~ I(E!j-Ek) t

H# e Hkc - e h (6)

with R'k- J*,H' k d3x

We require the time derivative of c cj

d(c c*) dc.

cj-~a + dt. I (7)

employing (6) in (7) gives

t(E j- Ek )t i(E i-E k )t

(c c*)kH.c.ce -H'.*c c ei j; it k J J "

(8)

There are two kinds of terms to consider, in (8). If j-k the

two terms on the right side of (8) sum to zero because the Hermitian

character of H' guarantees that H'. H'*. Therefore the remaining

terms in (8) are those for which j * k. The ensemble average of (8)

is then

d (Cj-Ek)t i (Ej-Ek) t

Y .,k(cck)ense j - k * ense

(9)

When the fields are first applied or because of the nature

of the interaction, the wavefunctions may have random phases, and it

may be true that
1

* (CC~n (Ccc ers-o. (10)

J*k Jsk

" i..
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In any case it is evident that whenever (10) is valid, (9)

gives

d (c C ) -0 (11)TY 3 ens

The power exchanged is given by

I t (c c.E.)n. 0 (12)
dt j ens.

(12) implies that

A X (cc Ej)ens = 0 (13)
e

for a small time t ,when the phases are random. (13) proves the

theorem that:

to a first approximation it is impossible to exchange signifi-

cant amounts of energy with an ensemble of particles having wave-

functions with random phases.

In spectrcscopy and in some elementary particle detecticn

experiments, an enormous increase in transition rates appears p:s-

sible by employing equation (9).

Suppose first that we follow the comLon procedure of allowing

radiation to interact with a system in thermal equilibrium. The

temperature does not completely specify the system quantum state.

Exchange of energy is computed assuming the system to be in some

quantum state k. The transition probability W. to some other state

j is given by Fermi's Golden Rule

Wj = 2- kj1 2 (Ej) (14)

- . .. '... .. ,. . ... . . . . .L:.. . : . . ,t
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H' is the interaction hamiltonian matrix element and p(E.)Skjj

is the density of states in the vicinity of the final state. An

ensemble average appropriate to the given temperature is then taken.

Instead of following this procedure we may correlate the states

by applying local fields so that (9) does not vanish. Exchange of

energy will now depend on the quantities

i(E -Ek )t  -i (Ej-E k )t
tkk

ara E.c jk CjCke - c c e k (

(15) is now linear in Hjk instead of quadratic as in (n4).

For experiments in which H' is very small, (15) may lead to an enornous

increase in transition rate.

For example in gravitation experiments

H' = [ mc 2 R r (iE

RO[O is the Riemann tensor in normal coordinates. A twa rass svste:

with reduced mass in is considered. r is the vector joining the

masses and the gravitational induced relative displacement is E

For a gravitational collapse in the Virgo cluster the pulse amplitude
-33 -2

for R is expected to be smaller than 10 cM.

In weak interaction experiments

H' I <FTQc (l+Ys) !7%Ys(l+Y5 )'Q 0> d~x (17)

< V5
vr2
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In (17) g is the weak interaction coupling constant

-49 3
1.4x 0-  rg cm3 . <Fj and 10> are the final and original

system states respectively. and 7y are scatterer and

neutrino creation operators, respectively. and 4 are the

corresponding annihilation operators. The correlated state

transition rates of (9) are linear in the very small quantities B

Ro and g. This makes possible a large increase in exchanged

energy over the uncorrelated case (14).

Discussion and Conclusion

Energy can be exchanged with matter in thermal equilibrium by

means of applied fields. This does not contradict the theorem.

Initially the second time derivatives of c .c may not vanish. In

cases such as magnetic resonance experir nts the applied fields

eventually modify the wavefunctions, introducing correlations such

that (c'c 'cand (Cc do not vanish.
h kens n k ens

j~k j*k

The rate at which energy can be exchanged with a system is

expected to increase if correlations are introduced as suggested

by (9), (15), (16), (1'7)
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Footnote

A brilliant discussion of these ensemble averages is gaivcn ty

R. C. Tolman, The Principles of Statistical Mechanics, 1936, scztions

76-94, Oxford University Press.

I ii
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Abstract 

[

It is shown that there may be a 
large increase

in the interaction of Gravitational 
Radiation with

an antenna prepared in correlated quantumT states.

.... .... .4
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Introduction

The gravitational radiation antenna measures the dynamic space

time curvature. Energy absorption is described by a cross section.

The fluctuations are computed from statistics appropriate for an

ensemble in thermal equilibrium. These antenna fluctuations, together

with those originating in the electronics, and the absorption cross

section, determine the system sensitivity 1P2

At low temperatures, polycrystalline 5056 aluminum 3 , and single

4 5
crystals of silicon and sapphire , may have quality factors exceeding

7
5 x 107. The time scale for heat bath interactions then exceed,

hours. This suggests the possibility of preparing an antenna in a

quantum state very different from the thermal equilibrium state.

Such a state might be maintained for a significant fraction of

observation times. Here it is shown that an appropriate choice of

quantum states may give an enormous increase in the energy absorbed

from gravitational radiation.

Theorv

Let the antenna consist of two masses, with reduced mass r, and

restoring forces. The hamiltonian is given by

HH A +~H )

H A is the hamiltonian of the antenna. For an elastic solid,

the antenna hamiltonian may be written as a suri over normai modes.

For a "free mass" interferometer antenna,the masses will be

supported on mounts, with restoring forces, and a normal mode sum

may again be appropriate. gG is the hamiltonian of the gravitational
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radiation field. For the interaction H' we choose

H R Oli0.(2)
Repeated indices I and j are summed over 3 space coordinates.

r is a vector joining the two masses. R Oici is the Riemann

tensor in normal coordinates. The grvitational radiation induced

displacement is More general kinds of antennas may be described

by a sum similar to (2).

Sensitivity of presently planned antennas does require quantu::

mechanics to describe the antenna. The levels of gravitational flux

required to change the occupation number of the antenna mode ar,

large and the "semiclassical treatment of radiation' is appropria,.

K icj (t) is time dependent. Let its Fourier transform b1t

.0. Tht, wavelength of the largest Fourier components of
I

the radiation is assumed large compared with r .This is a conven en;i

but not necessary assumi-t ion.

Suppose first that the antenna is in thermal equilih-iu!, nt

temperature T. Absorption of energy for this case is calculatJ

assuming the antenna is in an energy eigenstate. then av-rq:-ing Thk-

result over an ensemble with the given temperature. The antennai

quantum states are assumed to be those of a harmonic os illator. Th,

antenna wavefunction is given by

= , (3)

The time dependent Schroedinger equation may be integrated in

successive orders. The initial value of ak is assumed to be kn

at tim( - T/2, at time + T/ 2 ,ak is given by
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The integration (4) is carried out, then squared to obtain

CIO

The absorbed energy / is obtained from (5) making use of tht- fact

that the only non-vanishing harmonic oscillator matrix elements art

those for = ._ Let VV be a unit vector in the direction; of v

C
Then (5) gives

k -j

The dependence on the state n has disappeared from (6). The ense.obt

1average is also (6), and (6) agrees with the classical formula.

Let us now explore the possibility of having different initial

ccndition., with c't i The Schroedinger equation then give,,

i . / I -- "-- •/~(7)

W( require _given from (7) as
g - rquir
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11

(8)

For the thermal equilibrium case (8) will vanish, since the

ensemble averages <A*0t , <a46* are zero for ktk l• For

-= the Bermitean character of (2) again leads to zero for (8).

If the quality factor is high, laboratory fields may be employed

to correlate the states so that < a 4t do not

vanish for the given antenna. A non-vanishing (8) leads to inter-

action linear instead of quadratic in the Riemann tensor, as given

by (6).

For simplicity let us imagine A, = , and all

other values of zero. Let the Riemann tensor consist of a pulse

given by

01. ",,)0 (9 )

= 0 for all other times.

The absorbed energy (C is the change in the quantity ja~j'E., ,

given by

I 0)

1(10
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For expected small values of the Riemann tensor, (10) may be 1:.

enormously greater than the thermal equilibrium value (6).

Conclusion

The use of correlated states, as implied by (10), leads to a

possible large increase in the interaction of gravitational waves

with an antenna. As long as there are no other interactions, the

energy fluctuations of such a prepared system are zero. It is by

no means obvious that an antenna can be prepared in such states, and

that the unwanted interactions can be kept sufficiently small to

result in major improvements in signal to noise ratio. The possibili-

ties of such improvement are now being studied.

Classical physics leads to energy exchange linear in the

Riemann tensor if the initial antenna amplitude is large,and the

Itiemann tensor has an appropriate time dependence. Quantum mechanics

gives, for correlated states, energy exchange linear in the Riemann

tensor for all initial amplitudes, and without restrictions on the

time dependence of the Riemann tensor.

This research was supported in part by the National Science

Foundation and in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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Experiment to Search for Correlated State Effects

The most simple system is a spin 1ensemble since each particle has

only two possible states. In order to search for effects of correlations

a proton nuclear magnetic resonance experiment was set up, in the following

way.

A low power oscillator source and radio frequency bridge was first k

employed, and the proton lines observed. Then a second oscillator of much

higher power, displaced in frequency from the low power oscillator, was

introduced. As the magnetic field was swept the high power oscillator first

produced correlations. These modified the observed line intensity for the

second oscillator. Changes of intensity roughly 20 percent were observed,

and ascribed to correlations.

These results are tentative. The experiments will be repeated in order

to obtain more quantitative checks.

1j
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DESIGN OF THE MILLI-KELVIN CRYOSTAT

Low temperature physics is a frontier which is explored by going to

successively lower temperatures. The study of the properties of single

crystal silicon and sapphire by our group at the University of Maryland

has indicated that temperatures below that of liquid helium are needed in

order to more thoroughly understand the mechanisms of acoustic loss inK

these crystals. Toward this we have recently acquired a He 3_ He 4dilution

refrigerator from the S.H.E. Corporation. This device will allow us to

reach temperatures of approximately .02 K. Because of the size of the

crystals under study, however, a fairly large volume would have to be

cooled. This necessitated the construction of a liquid helium cryostat

of a size and configuration unavailable commercially. This section des-

cribes the design of this cryostat. Also the design of the experiment

vacuum chamber and adaptor for the dilution refrigerator insert is described.

STRUCTURE

A drawing of the cryostat appears in Figure 1. The dimensions shown

allow a final .02 K volume of,,35k .

The outer wall of the cryostat is at room temperature and is 25'

diameter X 72" long. Inside this is the liquid nitrogen shield which

is a shell formed by two co-axial cylinders of 22" and 19" diameters

X 68' long. This liquid nitrogen tank has a volume of 108 k. Across

the bottom of this tank is a 1/16" thick copper plate for thermal

shielding. Also for thermal shielding is a 1/16" thick copper liner

welded to the inside of the tank and extending 48" from the top. The

entire liquid nitrogen tank is suspended from three stainless steel

pipes 1/4" I.D. X 3/32" wall thickness.
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Thermal considerations lead to the use of a fiberglass vessel for the

inner container where the liquid helium would be. It is 16" I.D. X 70" long

X 1/4" wall thickness. The vessel mates at room temperature to the rest

of the cryostat with a teflon gasket. The fiberglass is made from Hetron 31,

a polyester resin made by Ashland Chemicals. Typical properties of a

Hetron 31 laminate areshown in Table 1.

To the bottom of the liquid nitrogen tank was thermally attached a

container holding 3 lbs of Type 5A Linde molecular sieve material. This

was to absorb any residual nitrogen left in the vacuum space after pumping.

A graph of the absorbance of Type 5A is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows

the modified dilution refrigerator insert. The available experimental s.:e

inside the .8K thermal shield is an upright cylinder 16" tall X 13' diameter.

This represents a volume of 35 1.

THERM.AL CALCULATIOX'S

Heat Leak into the Liquid Heliu-

Conduction paths into the liquid helium are through the walls of the

fiberglass vessel and through the support structure of the experimental

insert. The thermal conductivity of the fiberglass was known only at roor

temperature (2.175x 10-3 -- ) However, since the glass fibers contributecm K'
much to the properties of fiberglass, it was decided to use the thermal

conductivity curve for fused quartz normalized at room temperature to the

value for fiberglass. Using the data, from the American Institute of Physics

Handbook, the following results were obtained for fiberglass:
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F1 ()T~O8 cm

and K,.
300

K s fA (T) dT .341 W
F2 fcm

77

If the thermal gradient is from room temperature at the top of the cryostat

to 4.2K at the top of the liquid helium and we assume the level of heliur

is 24" from the top (this is the highest level), we get the heat leak froF

this source to be Q .56w. 4
*It is instructive at this point to compare the fiberglass vessel to a 1

*similar vessel made of stainless steel. If stainless steel were used for

the innermost shell, the minimum thickness would be 0.04'. This leads to a

* heat leak of:

300

~.. A ! (T) dt (.21 cm) (30.4 ) 6. 5w

4.2

Clearly, even though the fiberglass needs to be much thicker to withstand the

pressure, it is still much better thermally than stainless steel.

To reduce the above heat leak even further, the fiberglass was heat sunk

to the liquid nitrogen 6" from the too of the fiberglass vessel. Copper

braid was wrapped around the circumference of the vessel and covered with

Hetron 31 resin. This band was then connected to the liquid nitrogen tank

via six copper braids equidistant around the circumference. Each copper

2
braid was -.12" long X .48 cm cross-section. The thermal conductivity

of copper at 77 K is approximately 6 .- w- .if we assume that the temper-
cm K

ature T where the braid attaches to the fiberglass is near 77K, we can
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equate the power through the braid to the power through the fiberglass to

find T.

(6 w (T -77) (.093cm) = (.341 -m) (5.32cm) (300 T T
cm K 300:7) 80K

where the left side of the equation is the conductivity through the copper

and the right side that through the fiberglass. With the fiberglass vessel

heat sunk at 80K we find the new Q = .14 w. The support for the experi-

mental insert vacuum chamber is mainly the stainless steel pipes used for

gas circulation as part of the dilution refrigerator operation. Since the

dilution refrigerator was designed for a much smaller vacuum chamber thar

the one we will use, four 1/4" G-10 fiberglass rods were added to taLe u,

some of the weight. The heat leak for these is:

Qc2 = (.419 -) (.021cm) = .009w

The total heat leak due to conductivity is Q. = .15v.. (The heat leak due

to the pipes will be considered later.)

Around the sides and bottom of the vessel were wrapped 10 layers co

alu-inized mylar to reduce thermal radiation. The heat leaL fro, iris is

8.9 mw. The inside of the vessel was plugged with styrofoa- insjA-

ation to reduce convection and to channel the boil-off gas to the walls

of the container. This plr: consisted of 9 layers of styrofoa each

%2.5" thick sandwiched with aluminized mylar. The heat leak due to radi-

ation from this direction would be QR2 = .12 w. The total heat lea into

the liquid helium is T .28 w.QT.

If we assume the boil-off gas leaves the cryostat with a temperature of

,20K the heat capacity of the helium would be%12 KJ/liquid liter. This

leads to a boil-off rate of %2 i/day. Data from the S.H.E. Corporation

indicates that the contribution to boil-off rate from the stainless steel

pipes of the insert and from consumption of liquid helium in a helium
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cold-plate would be about 5 i/day. The total boil-off rate is, therefore,

7 I/day. Since the liquid helium volume is about 50 1, this rate should

allow a 7 day running time for the dilution refrigerator.

Heat Leak into the Liquid Nitrogen

The heat leak into the liquid nitrogen due to conduction would be

through two paths. The first conduction path is the supporting stainless

steel pipes. The area of these pipes is .653cm2 each. The thermal cor-
300

ductivity for stainless steel is, X (T) dT = 27.2 If we let the
f c r

77

the thermal gradient go from 300K to 77K over a distance of 1", we gE:

Qc1 = 2 1.0w. The other conduction path is the copper braid. The total area

2. w
for these braids is 2.9cm2. If we let Kcm =6 cm, K and LT = 3K, we cet

Qc2 = 1.7w. The total heat leak due to conduction into the nitroge- is

c 22.7 w.

The liquid nitrogen tank is also insulated with IC layers of a-iize

mylar. The radiation heat leak from room temperature is Q, = 2.9 ,.. Tr

total heat leak into the liquid nitrogen is, therefore,

QT = 25. 6 w .

If we assume the boil-off gas leaves the cryostat at lOK, we get a boil-off

rate of 11 i/day. Since the copper thermal shield extends only to 4E fro,

the top, we will assume the tank is empty when the level reaches that point.

This represents a volume of 76 1 and also gives a running time of about 7 days.

These calculations indicate that, with this cryostat, an experiment may

be run for about a week without the noisy interruption of adding cryoliquids.

I
.
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MAGNETIC LEVITATION

In order to isolate the crystals under investigation as much as

possible they will be magnetically levitated. This is accomplished by

coating the bars with a thin layer of niobium. When the niobium goes

superconducting it excludes any magnetic fields from the interior of the

bar. This creates a magnetic pressure given approximately by p = B_

(all units in MKS). This pressure is exerted against the bar and, if the

field is properly shaped, will "float" the bar. (The proper way to calcu-

late the necessary field strength is to recognize that the magnetic field

must vanish at the superconducting boundary and solve the resultin; irace

problem; however, the above equation serves as a first approximation.)

we consider a silicon bar, 7 inches by 2 inches diameter, the necessa.,

magnetic field strength to levitate is --500 gauss. The first critical

field of niobiu-, is 1950 gauss at T = 0 and '-1600 gauss at T = 4.2k. Sirz:e

the applied field is below the first critical field, the London equatior

can be used to calculate the penetration depth of the magnetic fiEit a,-

therefore the thickness of the niobium coating needed. Tne Lond:, e;~::

states that the magnetic field varies exponertially with distance in-, t

superconductor with characteristic length )L called the Londor pere:ra:icn

depth. This penetration depth must be modified when . W,ere

the mean free path length of the normal electrons and is the coherer e

length of the superconducting electrons. The penetration depth beco-"c

%L -t 2 Since at low temperatures electron scattering is do-4nated

by lattice imperfections and impurities, the worse case for niobiu- would

be i = 3.3A which is the lattice spacing. With ,L 390A and 380

this gives x = .4;m. Therefore, a coating 'I um thick would be adequate.

1 ' ' '' ' ' '' ,: - .' .. . . . ." . , . : M . 'L . .
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The coating process will be a chemical vapor deposition. In this

process a low melting point niobium compound is evaporated and allowed

to come in contact with the crystal. The crystal has been heated so that

the niobium compound dissociates on contact and pure niobium is deposited.

This method was chosen over the more energetic sputtering or plasma spray

techniques of deposition so as to minimize damage to the crystal. The

resulting coating will be 5-20 pm thick.

When a flux coil is near a superconducting surface, its inductance

is a function of distance from the surface. To stabilize the bar in the

direction parallel to the cylinder axis, two flat coils will be positiored

at the ends of the bar. By measuring the ac component of the indu:ta,:E

of the coils we can instrument the bar. Since nothing will be touchinq the

crystals except a thin layer of niobiu, we expect to get good isolatior.

._ . .I.... ...
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COMPLETION OF THE GAS HANDLING SYSTEM

The dilution refrigerator purchased from the S.H.E. Corporation

includes a Gas Handling System (GHS) which controls the flow of He3 and

He4 into the dilution refrigerator. An option offered by SHE is to buy

only that part of the GHS which handles the more expensive He3 . In order

to purchase a more powerful refrigerator we took the half system. The !i

second half of the GHS is used for pumping and purging with He4 and N2 .

We have just completed construction of this portion so as to have all the

I capabilities of the complete GHS. This completed GHS gives us one of the

most powerful dilution refrigerators comercially available and should

allow use to reach temperatures <20mK.

!' I

/
F

ip
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Figure 1. Milli-Kelvin cryostat
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ISOTHERM DATA SHEET NO0. 62 TITLE: Nitrogen Adsorption
ADSORBATE: Nitrogen ADSORBENT: Molecular Sieve Type SA Pellets
TEMPERATURE: -196 0C to -750C

LB OF NITROGEN ADSORBED PER ±00 LB DRY ADSORBENT

If.

:4 . J

-- I

V 4 CIO . --

4 2-. -- ~ L -

Z17 1- ; i

Sieve adsorbance ADSORBENTS
F~gue 2 L~de ype A mleclar& CATALYSTS
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Figure 3. Dilution refrigerator insert and vacuum can
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IlETRON 31 1AIINATES

60% Class Cloth, 181 Volan A, Press Cured, 1/8 inch

TENSILE PROPERTIES (Average of 5)

R.T. -110 0F -320°F -4240 F

Itimate Strength x 103 psi SO.0 68.1 105.3 100.0
initial Modulus x 106 psi 2.97 3.24 3.87 3.92

FLEXURAL PROPERTIES (Avcrae of 5)

Itirate Strength x 103 psi 71.2 104.1 126.7 . 129.0
iitial Modulus x 106 psi 3.24 3.47 4.18 4.26

EDGEWISE CO.IPRESSTON PROPERTIES (Average of 5)

11 timate StrCngth x 103 psi 19.9 41.2 68.5 67.3
)dulus x 106 psi 1.64 1.85 2.36 2.71

Table 1. Hetron 31 fiberglass properties
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THE MEASUREMENT OF NOISE IN MONOCRYSTALS AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES:

EXPECTED PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Wm. S. Davis

April 19, 1979
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Introduction

It is planned to make noise measurements of monocrystals of sapphire

and/or silicon near the thermodynamic temperature of 5 Kelvin. This report

describes some of the expected problems of making such noise measurements

with high elastic Q materials and low coupling. Solutions to the problems

are also discussed.

Table I summarizes the properties of the silicon and sapphire crystals.

Each crystal is supported by a fourpoint rigid suspension built by

Je,.-Faai Richar.J. These are shown in figures-1 and 2. Each is couTled to,

a small Fiezoelectric ceramic transducer (pzt-i). For the sili:cn th= trans-

duccr is eX:ooxled to the mount as show- in figur, :. The a

sapphire :s ep:'xieJ directly onto the crystal itself.

rizurt 7 show the well kno' m equivalent circuit one moZt cf an

elastic solid coupled to a transducer an2 aplifier. Resisters F1 and R,

cour.e Brouan motion enercv. into the crvstal mote. This enerz'y is ro -r-

to t th -rl temra7.u. . Other >-- ssessu:} as nor-c coi -r"-

E::Ec: a--! t' current noise o the anlifier lso r: enery%, into t C

cr:.ystl. Th effective noise temperature is defined for the purposes of this

re;ort to be thE thermal temperature which R and RI) would have to have to

produce the sar. noise energy in the crystal that all the sources combined

produce. It is the goal of the experiment to measure the effective noise

te7perature for the fundamental mode of the silicon and/or sapphire crystals

near 5 Kelvin.

The problems in making the noise measurement include the following. High

Q crystals "ring" for a long time. The noise measurement can be disrupted if

the amplitude of the ringing greatly exceeds the noise level. The present

* Each section of this report has figures numbered independently.

F
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crystal, transducer, and amplifier combination requires a very small bandwidth

to see the energy noise of the crystal over the wideband noise of the ampli-

fier. This in turn requires a very stable reference frequency tuned accurately

* to the crystal resonance. A relatively small bandwidth is also required in

one of the intermediate stages of amplification. Before making the noise

m~easurements electr.)nics must be carefully designed, built, and tuned to solve

the above foreseeable problems. This is discussed in the following sections.

7



Summary of Noise Analysis

Consider the electronics of figure 4. x~t) and y(t) are output voltages

* which are slowly va -ing functions of time. Let G be the overall gain of the

electronics, and let B(w) be the complex transfer function of the Butterworth

low pass filter after its contribution to the overall gain has been factored

out.

LAI'

If t~~ irpu: ~ :at: tc he prEa7- is no~ise oniv, deszribe.- b'. spectr-ac'.-

+ L

> cf34Y&) ,L (

e"(1

+ 4
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T

where wr is the reference frequency of the lock-in amplifier. Further linear

filtering of x and y, either analog or digital, will modify the above noise

equation. For filtering relevant to this report,

+ 
2(

,o -r- ,= & *e,)-,e (2)

00

-O

It can be shoun that in the vicinity of the resonance of the cr:,'s:a

(figure 3) the voltage spectral density at the prea-n7 in-'ut is iv b.,

m+

T"z 2

1.,

t +

D . ; T$. .. ... ... ,
F wjm~~w,--t

~.~-*-



The above assumes the following:

I 6 L~C~ > >

and that the spectral densities of the noise sources are slowly varying with

frequency. Notice that the input spectral density divides naturally into tw-v

parts, a wideband part (the first three terms) and a narrowband part (ter.

with I + i in denominator). The narrowband terr. is proportional to thn

spectral density of the energy of the crystal for the mode being observe..

The noise ener.gy of the crvstal comes fron e:(,), e-(-). jf(), and pcss b!v

other sources which arE not included in the analysis. If thermal Eroan

motion is the only source of noise then

The efie:tiv' noise temperature ( n of the R- + F, co-.atn is 'ei r.n- f-r

this report to be the thermondynanic temperature they would have to have t:

produce the sa-e narrowband noise as all the noise sources combined. 7hus,12
if ) -4 C

It should be emphasized that this noise temperature describes only the narrow-

band part of the noise, those processes contributing to noise energy in the

crystal mode itself.

IW

fj
• I



Let ew2 (wo) be the sum of the three wideband terms,

2 R
ee;[

Then equation 4 for the input spectral density ca- be rewritten,

= , e (woe) + ri__ _

I +~ CO% WC7 C~ C 2

The results for calculations of the linear filtering given by equations

1, 2, and 3 are shown next. It is assumed that the reference frecuencv is

equal to the crystal frequency, ur = I.

FrC'2 2 J:3 T''

f- -

< x n + , n)C __ __ __ _ __ _

X +L

"..(7)

Li . . ~'r.
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No approximations were made in evaluating the integrals for the above.

Note the following relationship,

Table I gives the expected values for the elenents of the

equivalent circuits of the silicon and sapphire. There is an expected error

of < 20'. for the sapphire paraneters. Due to the uncertaini:y -f F fc-!

silicon only 1 im s exist for several of its parameters. The vCltazi

and current noise of the FET amplifier to be used has not vet been r asur&.

at 3-6 and 186.42 hertz. At 1755 hz the noise was measured as.

X. v, '

for BF617 FE:

Fcr the ;arameters in the table the effect of the current noise can be neglected.

The expected noise temperature for both crystals is the thermal tenperature of

4 to 5 Kelvin. R; has not been directly measured yet for either crystal. If

the electronic Q of the piezoelectric transducers is estimated conservatively

at 50 then the effect of R- on the Q of the crystal, the narrowband noise, and

the wideband noise can be neglected. Next the time constant Tf of the filters

* *Mechanical losses in the piezoelectric, the epoxy, and the suspension contribute

to Ri.

-;



v' ill be chosen so that the expected wideband and narrowband outputs are

equal. Table 11 lists the values for if and the expected total noise. These

nmbers are to be used at present for design purposes only. After better

measurements of the noise and parameters are made there could be considerable

differences.

To obtain the narrowband part of the noise. first the total noise

(wideband plus narrowband) will be measured. The wideband part alone can

be determined by slightly detuning '.hE' reference oscillator of the lock-in

amplifier so that the narrowband part falls outsidc the overall bandwi-:th..

Substractin- then yields the average narrowban 4 output. Fro-. this cs--rc-

ment and equations Cy.o 7 the noise ten-EraturE can then be co77:-:t.
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Crystal Transient Reduction

During a given liquid helium run the crystal will be excited many times

above the noise level to obtain a measurement of its frequency and Q. An

accurate frequency and Q measurement is needed for noise measurements. How-

ever, this transient can interfere with the noise measurements. Waiting fcr

it to die away could take a long time if the Q is high. The amplitude decay

time, 7c, is 8 1/6 hours for the silicon described in Table I.

For the sapphire T. = 990 seconds. Thus to decay by a factor of I0 the

silicon requires 4.7 days, while the sapphire needs only 3.8 hours. Therefo'r,.

measurements of the silicon noise will be delayed for a substantial amount ct

time. With the present Q noise measurements of the sapphire will not %

substantially delayed by its excitation transient. However, future transcuters,

capacitive or inductive instead of ceramic piezoelectric, will by design proezua

much higher Q's for all crystals. This section briefly discusses some ways tz

reduce the transient itself or its effects on the noise measurement.

The crystal is excited by apT lying a sinuscid voltage at the crystal

frequency across C, (figure 3) for a short interval of tine. The transient

can then be reduced by applying another sinuscid of appropriate phase an2

duration. This technique has been tried successfully with the silicon bar at

liquid helium temperatures. However, it does not enable one to closely approac--.

the noise energy of the crystal due to the relatively large amounts of widebanc

noise compared to the low level of noise energy expected in the crystal.

Reducing the bandwidth does decrease the wideband noise, but also increases

the response time of the filters. This means waiting a long time to get infor-

mation about the phase and amplitude of the transient. For the silicon

describe- by Table I as the transient approaches the level of the noise

.. . .....
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energy in the crystal, the time constants of the filters needed to resolve it

exceed the damping time of the antenna. Thus this method will not eliminate

the lowest levels of the transient.

A second method for reducing the transient is to increase the damping by

adding an external resistor across C2 . However, unless C, can be made effec-

tively smaller (increased coupling), significant energy from the crystal cannot

be dissipated by the resistor. This can be done by adding an appropriate

inductor across C2 also. In order to reduce the transient to the level of the

energy noise, the resistor and probably also the inductor will have tc' Ie

cooled tc the same temperature as the crystal. Katsunobu Oide and others a,

the University of Tokyo have used feedback to reduce th noise teM7eratur Of

1
a resistor. This technique might be applicable to ret.rying the transient

from high Q,low coupling crystals, but the detailed analysis has vet t, b

done by this author. After the transient is gone the external resistor an,-

inductor must be removed to make the noise measurement.

Electronic filtering, either digital or analoz can reduce thL intErferen'

caused by th. transient energv: in the crvstal when noise measurcnents are a.

The x and y outputs of the excited crystal have the following forn:

ct)

The subscript "n" refers to the noise discussed in the previous section. and

the subscript "e" refers to the excitation of the crystal above equilibriun

at some Initial time. The ensemble average outputs are then given by,

I
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Nte that the third linear filter totally renoves the excitation transien:

the crystal before squaring. In practice the crystal decay ti:e, 7- willn

be known well enough to renove al1 the transient. Suppose - is t v a I-u

which is used for i.. Then the followin- term must be added tz' the latter

equation abc'vt, ~ L i - .)2 -

For the present silicon and transducer ont or more of the ar:cve ..t ,.

can be used to re-,ve the transient if an atte- at measrin: t";- enerc'.

noise is made. Increased coupin" will improve the effectivenecc of thof

techniques.

-~~~....:.......................... ,:. . . ... .o ...... ud~,
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Reference Frequency

The lock in amplifier requires a reference oscillator. The results of

the noise calculations - equations 5, 6, and 7 - are valid only for the

reference frequency sufficiently close to the crystal resonance. When the

filter time constant is roughly equal to the decay time of the crystal, it

turns out that for all three of the linear filters considered the following

condition must be maintained, ] '  "

The crystal frequency must be measured to better than this accuracy. The

reference mast be tuned to and maintained at this frequency to' better tha:-

this accuracy throughout the duration of the measurement. Data must be

collected for a tine greater than the decay time of the crystal. T S t e

stability and accuracy requirements for each of the crystals is,

silicon, accuracy and stability of better than one part

in 3 x 10- over a tire greater than 8 hours.

sapph ire, accuracy and stability cf better than one part

in 6 x 107 over a time greater than 1. hour.

Devices are commercially available which have the needed stability and

accuracy. They cost several thousands of dollars to buy and several hundred

of dollars per month to rent. These alternatives might be considered.

Frequency measuring and generating devices of sufficient accuracy and

stability have been constructed from equipment which we already have in our

possession. The Hewlett Packard 10544A 10Mhz quartz crystal oscillator has

a rated stability of better than one part in 2 x 109 per day. The oscillator

and the FP 5216A electronic counter have the needed precision to measure the

......................... .... ..........-- -- -- -- -.
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crystal frequencies. The 10Mhz oscillator is also used to generate the

reference frequency. This eliminates the need for calibration. Figure 5

shows the phase lock loop which has been used. Note that the 10Mhz oscillator

is not in the loop. A second crystal oscillator is servoed by a voltace which

is proportional to the difference between the desired and the generated periods.

Prototypes of this frequency synthesizer have been successfully tested for both

silicon and sapphire frequencies.

The frequency of the crystal is a function of temperature. Xc~uican an.:

others have determined that at liquid helium temperatures the temneraturc r

deenznce of the resonance frequency of silicon has the fcllowinF r

During a typical run with the cryostat to be used to make our noise measuremes

the temperature of the experiment changed from _.4 Kelvin to 5.7 KeIvin ove&r

the six da holding period of the dewar. The best temperature stab:i: waz

abzut .1 Kelvin per day for the first four days. An adequatC n:ise measure-n'-

recuires ccllecting data for a time equal to many decay ties. Ten de:~v tir-

for the silicon is 3.4 days. During this time the frecuency of the siccn

will drift by about one part in 3 x 10 '. Thus the best temperature stabiit"I

is just at the edge of what is needed. Improvements have recently been made in

the cryostat which are expected to increase the thermal stability, ie. better

heat sinking of the wires going to the experiment. However, this has not vet

been tested. Active temperature control can be provided if necessary. Alter-

natively if the temperature dependence of the frequency is known accurately

enough, the reference frequency can be compensated to follow the crystal

frequency.I
[

Lf
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The temperature dependence of the resonance frequency of sapphire has

not yet been obtained by this author. Such data has probably been obtained

by V. Braginsky. We hope to obtain it in the near future from him or our

own measurements. However, the frequency stability requirements for the

sapphire presently being tested are less stringent than for silicon by a

factor of over 100. Thus noise measurements for the sapphire probably won't

need improved temperature stability or compensation.

i*
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Gain and Bandwidth

Careful choice of gain and bandwidth of the stages of the electronics

of figure 4 is needed to obtain an adequate output without saturation.

Consider first a specific example, x2 + y2 for the sapphire. For a .7 volt

rms output for each of x and y a total gain of 1010 is needed. The gain

in the low pass filters should be no more than 100 due to dc drifts. Thus

the gain of the preceeding stages should be greater than 10E. The detectcrs

of the lock in amplifier (a PAR 129) begin to saturate at about one volt r.s

of noise. The narrowband signal will not cause these detectors tc saturat-

but the wideband noise might. The effective noise bandwidth of the prea:

and postamp which will not produce this saturation is given by

C, ~1Z S X I ,IIC, x Z - -= ,'l

assuming 2 nv/-- wideband noise at the preamp input. Thus we nee2

L Zf < 25 hertz. This narrow bandwidth at 18642 hertz mig?,t just barey b.

attainable bythE four cascaded LC tuned amplifiers of the pcs-a:--. This

device presently has a bandwidth of about 78 hertz. XzrE carefl tunln a-.-

slight amounts of positive feedback might bring the bandwidth down some n-r,.

Table III gives the expected upper limit for the posta7p bandwidth f'w

silicon and sapphire and each of the three linear filters. With the possible

exception of sapphire at 25 hz = Af, amplifiers with quartz crystal filters

or a combination of down conversion and crystal filters will probably be

needed to achieve these narrow bandwidths.

I.

- ,.
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Conclusion

The noise measurement for the sapphire appears feasible with a moderate

effort put into further electronic development. The major work which remains

to be done is the development of a postamp with narrow enough bandwidth. It

is well within technical feasibility.

The noise measurement for the silicon is more difficult, due mainly to

the low coupling. Much more development is needed than for the sapphire.

It might be more feasible to improve the coupling instead. This would rela:.

the present requirements for transient removal, frequency and temperaturc

stability, and bandwidth by giving a larger energy noise signal and pernittin

a smaller filter time constant to be used.

Larger couplings can be achieved with piezoelectric transducers and

epoxy, but this reduces the 0. As a consequence the Brownian motion noisc
g

of the crystal comes more from loss processes in the transducer than from thE

crystal (and its suspension). The sapphire presently beinz used had a 0 of

4 x 10- at 4 Kelvin before the piezoelectric was attached. The presen: C

of 5S x 10' means that at equilibriu77 roughly 15'. of the energy noise te b,

observed comes from the crystal (an its suspL.;sion). Possible future

experiments with these crystals could have E's as large as 10-  with inductive

and capacitive transducers while maintaining high Q. These would, however,

require separations of about .1 trr: between the transducer and the end of the

crystal. The use of a properly matched SQUID amplifier instead of an FET

would also be a significant improvement.

-11
.4***'*' .&~. -*
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Li

if~t) (t)

LI

R 2

1 1

( = o l( CI C: resonant frequency

Cl
S= + C2 coupling

2L,
To = R1 + RZ amplitude decay tire

a wCL quality factor

R, + R2

- 2-

Time Spectral

Domain Density

crystal noise v1 (t) el(-)

transducer noise v 2 (t) e2(-)

amplifier noise Vf(t) e f (L.)

if(t) J f(0)

<v2 > - oe2 (,,) dw <12> ] GOJ() dw

Figure 3, Equivalent Circuit and Definitions
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Figure 4, Electronics

x and y may be recorded directly on magnetic tape or undergo
further analog processing before being recorded.
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